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 Algie gingerly inspects his tiny pistol that has been tucked away in his belt. He gives it a 

tiny kiss and is about to return it to its holster when a hulk of a cowboy thrusts a mammoth gun 

in front of him, a gasp emitting from his mouth (Algie the Miner). 

 Alice Guy Blaché was one of the first to introduce gays into the film world with Algie the 

Miner. It features the effeminate, sissy man and the dominant cowboy offering his big gun to the 

runty bottom. This film was one of the first to kick off the turbulent journey for gays on the big 

screen that would involve an array of actors, actresses and directors including John Schlesinger. 

 Schlesinger was a pioneer of his time, creating intensely personal works that sucked 

audiences into their worlds of relationships, emotion and, most importantly for this discussion, 

homosexuality. Schlesinger was the pivotal director that took the first step towards loud and 

proud gay cinema that not only mainstreamed the subject, but also paved the way for other 

filmmakers to continue to build upon his work to create a comfortable environment on the big 

screen for the gay community. 

 Gay cinema has existed since the dawn of film, the first gay images dating back to the 

days of Thomas Edison. His 1895 short The Gay Brothers is one of the earliest surviving 

examples of homosexual implications in film. The short features two men dancing together while 

a third one stands by playing the fiddle. The Gay Brothers is not necessarily a gay film, but at 

least features the male-on-male taboo (Davies 17). Following this was the introduction of the 

“sissy man,” a stock character personified by flamboyant and effeminate mannerisms and 

appearances. This character, featured in the aforementioned Algie the Miner and numerous films 



afterwards, was always assumed to be gay, though no one would dare utter the term (The 

Celluloid Closet). Musicals and comedies of the twenties would feature this stock character and  

would always use him for cheap laughs because of his catty remarks or “unusual behavior.” This 

character quickly became a stereotype and homosexuality was viewed as a big joke.

 Nothing could be farther from the truth. Homosexuality was not a joking matter. Gays 

lived in dangerous times. As the era of Prohibition began, gay bars secretly popped up in the 

speakeasies run by the mob, who would provide the bars with police protection. Life was not 

easy for homosexuals. They were seen as perversions against nature, creatures to be laughed at 

and ridiculed.  

 On the silver screen, homosexuals faced increasingly tough times as well. Filmmakers 

could get away with very little in the early days of film because of homophobic attitudes. This 

did not mean, however, that the subject had disappeared. Gay subtexts were present early on 

because screenwriters would go under the studio’s nose and write in hints about a character or 

put in a theme that would be understood only if the audience was in the know and could read 

between the lines (The Celluloid Closet). Few films, however, were daring, one of which was the 

1930 film Morocco, in which Marlene Dietrich dons a man’s suit while singing in a nightclub, 

finishing her number by kissing a female patron full on the lips (Davies 18). This, of course, is 

cheer-worthy for any lesbian out there, but can only be considered a bold move and not a step 

forward because of the emergence of censorship.

 Censorship arrived in Hollywood in 1930 with the Production Code, or, the Hay’s Code. 

This was created within the studio system to police the films that were being created. No lewd or 

lascivious behavior was allowed in the cinema, including sexual perversity, which boiled down 



to mean homosexuality. Any mention of the subject would be cut and any plot lines dealing with 

it were condemned. When the Production Code went into full effect, gays lost traction in cinema 

and society. Now homosexuals were not only ridiculed, but seen as monsters. 

 This leads into the 1950s, a time when family values and conformity was the ultimate 

lifestyle choice. It was the time of Joe McCarthy, father of the blacklist and witch hunts for 

homosexuals. Gay men hid in the closet, afraid to show their faces because if they did, arrest was 

guaranteed and so was admittance into a mental institution (Shannon 1). Early on in the novel 

Stone Butch Blues by Leslie Feinberg is the fictional experience of a young butch lesbian being 

placed in an asylum in order to “fix” who she is. The harrowing account was not far from the 

truth. Strange, unusual and downright cruel “cures” were thought up to rid the world of 

homosexuals, including shock treatment and religious “conversion” (Witt, Thomas and Marcus 

1-2).  Closeted gay men married lesbians or even straight women and raised families to protect 

themselves. The 1950s was one of the worst decades for the gay community.

 The cinema was no help. Films still had the hints of gay subtexts (mostly for those who 

could pick up on the joke), but the character that was assumed to be gay was always dead by the 

last reel (The Celluloid Closet). In Rebel Without a Cause, Sal Mineo’s character was played to 

be gay (the actor himself was) but like all the gays on screen before him, he was killed (Rebel 

Without A Cause). Homosexuality was a vile illness to many and the Production Code only 

enforced the harsh stigma attached to being gay. In Hollywood itself, homosexuals that were 

discovered were blacklisted (along with the alleged Communists) and careers and personal lives 

were destroyed. 



 With cinema and society against the gay community in mass force during the 1950s and 

1960s, it was ripe time in the late 1960s, when revolution hit America, for John Schlesinger, the 

gay, English filmmaker, to step in and create change. Schlesinger grew up in conformist England, 

where he believed in being open about his sexuality at an early age, but the law prohibited him 

from such (Buruma 13). Anyone who was gay had to keep their lives quiet to avoid trouble. 

Schlesinger did so, but soon became the pivotal point for gays in cinema and in society. 

 1969: the year of the Stonewall riots and most importantly, Midnight Cowboy. The film, 

starring Jon Voight and Dustin Hoffman, premiered one month before Stonewall, which was the 

riot that sparked the gay revolution in America (Davies 51). This film and its director, John 

Schlesinger, was the key that unlocked the door for gay cinema. Schlesinger was the man who 

shifted films from creating pitiable creatures out of homosexuals into bringing them out into the 

open, heading towards acceptance. 

 Why was Schlesinger the pivotal figure? First, let’s take a look at Midnight Cowboy. 

Behind the scenes, the film was being guided by not only an openly gay director (a gutsy move 

for the time, and even now) but also Waldo Salt, a screenwriter who was blacklisted during the 

McCarthy era. The film was being led by a band of outsiders, not to mention the studio was 

United Artists, a studio formed by rogues in the early days of cinema. Homosexuals were 

outsiders, and to be able to feel closer to society and cinema, having people like them making 

movies was a blessing. 

 The content of the film brought queer back into the open. To begin with, the entire 

cowboy motif was plainly a gay symbol. Throughout cinema, cowboys have had homosexual 

undertones, most famously in Red River where John Ireland tells Montgomery Clift, “There are 



only two things more beautiful than a good gun: a Swiss watch and a woman from anywhere.” 

The follow-up question is, “You ever had a Swiss watch (Red River)?” Cowboys in society also 

have a sexual appeal about them, one that sometimes manifests itself in the gay community. So 

the idea of a male hustler parading around New York City as a cowboy is a bell-ringer. Next, 

there are the gay experiences that the film portrays. Most notable is where Bob Balaban gives 

Jon Voight’s Joe Buck a blow job in a porn theater on 42nd Street (Midnight Cowboy). It is 

arguable whether Buck enjoys the gratification or not (this is due to his relationship with Dustin 

Hoffman’s Ratso) but the fact remans that sex was not limited to man and a woman anymore. 

Two men could be satisfied, not only on the big screen, but in real life as well. 

 Finally, the relationship between Joe Buck and Ratso Rizzo is why Midnight Cowboy was 

the first of two Schlesinger films to break down the antigay barrier and give homosexuals a good 

name. These are two masculine men that attempt to make it clear to the audience that they prefer 

women over men. They constantly put down “fags” and want nothing to do with them (Midnight 

Cowboy). This is not to say, however, that the film is antigay. The characters seem to be, but that 

is because those were the attitudes society had. Schlesinger subverted this by celebrating a 

potential relationship between Joe Buck and Ratso Rizzo, a relationship that is tender and 

heartfelt. The way they live together and relate is like being a couple. Buck nurtures Ratso gently 

and lovingly when he is sick near the end of the film and makes him dinner. Ratso grooms Joe to 

make him presentable (Midnight Cowboy). Waldo Salt purposely toned down the screenplay to 

leave the men’s sexuality ambiguous, but even Hoffman and Voight acknowledged that the two 

men were gay (Davies 51). It was the theme of the picture. Schlesinger’s choice to make this 

relationship tender and loving rather than self-loathing like the films before this was perfect 



because it began the movement for people to understand that homosexuals were no different 

from anybody else. And thanks to the end of the Production Code in 1966, Midnight Cowboy was 

able to get made and went on to win Best Picture, Best Director and Best Original Screenplay at 

the Academy Awards (Davies 51). 

 Comparing Midnight Cowboy and Schlesinger to the other films/directors of the late 

1960s, it is easily seen how the former is one of the turning points. From a societal standpoint, 

Cowboy preceded the Stonewall riots in June 1969, taking on gay subject matter before the 

community itself began its liberation movement. It might be a leap, but not without grounds, to 

say that Cowboy had a hand in sparking this movement. However, for the sake of argument, the 

tensions in the gay community had risen to an unbearable level by that time and it was only a 

matter of when they were going to explode. So, it would be safe to say that Cowboy did not spark 

the movement, but did aid it, especially down the road when the film went nationwide and then 

in its subsequent re-release the next year. Now, from a cinematic standpoint, Midnight Cowboy 

also is the turning point because even in 1969, gay films still played up to offensive stereotypes 

or contained homosexual characters that were still filled with shame and disdain, including the 

film Staircase, released before Midnight Cowboy and starring Rex Harrison and Richard Burton 

(Davies 50). The 1960s also saw the release of such films as The Children’s Hour with Audrey 

Hepburn and Shirley MacLaine, which was one of the first to deal as openly as possible with 

lesbian content, but still had MacClaine’s character only find strife and ultimately committing 

suicide at the end of the film (The Celluloid Closet). Also of note are the films of Andy Warhol, 

the famous gay artist. His films were filled to the brim with homosexual images and stories, 

however the films were predominately part of underground cinema and were not exposed to 



mainstream audiences (Davies 49). Midnight Cowboy was indeed mainstream and did not put 

shame on its characters. Joe and Ratso’s predicament was awful but the implied homosexual 

relationship is one to cherish and love. It was a message to the world to embrace and accept 

homosexuals. Because of Schlesinger’s talent for painting perfect portraits of humans and their 

relationships, the film worked and began to open the door towards gay cinema (Mann 192). Joe 

Buck and Ratso Rizzo are humans; people that should be treated no differently from anybody 

else. This was the message that the gay community was looking for and deserved.   

 The door was halfway open. It was Schlesinger’s next directorial effort that sealed the 

deal. That film was 1971’s Sunday Bloody Sunday, starring Peter Finch, Glenda Jackson and 

Murray Head. Sunday involved a unique love triangle between the three leads. Peter Finch plays 

the gay doctor Daniel Hirsh, Glenda Jackson the lonely divorcee and Murray Head as the 

bisexual artist (Sunday Bloody Sunday). The film received rave reviews upon its release 

including a four star review by Roger Ebert (Ebert 1). Even Mae West, the legendary performer, 

was given a private screening of the film by Schlesinger’s partner Michael Childers. West’s 

reaction was, “Oh, my goodness, this is one of the most important breakthroughs for the gay 

boys I've ever seen (Vary 1)!” 

 Sunday Bloody Sunday was the important breakthrough after Midnight Cowboy broke 

down barriers. The film was made shortly after the gay liberation movement began and was shot 

in England, where homosexuality had just been made legal in the recent years. Gay was 

becoming the hot topic of modern times. The first reason the film signals the change in gay 

cinema is because of Daniel Hirsh being an openly gay main character, with Peter Finch, a 



legendary actor, cast in the role. The gay character was no longer a stock sissy or condemned 

individual, but a leading man that audiences felt a deep emotional connection with.

 Of great importance was how the gay lead was handled. Hirsh was not a man who was in 

shame or denial of his homosexuality. Being gay was a character trait, not a plot point. Hirsh was 

made human, again through Schlesinger’s gift, and was someone we could root for. What 

depresses Hirsh the most is loneliness because of Murray Head’s flighty and non-committal 

artist, nothing having to do with being gay. This was the step that was necessary for gay cinema 

because the film proves that a film can have a gay character without them being horrible 

creatures but human beings that deserve respect (this was shown additionally through Hirsh 

being a doctor) and are equals to all others. 

 The other important point of the film is that not only was the main character gay, but the 

audience actually sees the homosexual relationship between Finch and Head by having the first 

mainstream male-to-male kiss. The kiss is the integral part of the film and is the most significant 

impact on gay cinema and society in general because the kiss was not done in long shot as the 

writer of Sunday Bloody Sunday, Penelope Gilliatt had suggested. The screenplay itself merely 

reads, “Daniel and Bob kiss each other.”  It almost reads like an afterthought (Gilliatt 43). This 

shows how uncomfortable people still were. Schlesinger wisely shoots the kiss in medium close-

up, making the shot normal and not exaggerated (Sunday Bloody Sunday). It was not in your face 

nor was it in the distance. Also, the kiss was acted very casual, like it was an everyday 

occurrence, which it is. Finch and Head, in the film, are a couple, even if it is a love triangle, and 

kissing your partner is normal. Heterosexuals do it and so do homosexuals. It shows how normal 

the life of a gay man is. He has everyday problems, he kisses his partner, etc. What threw 



audiences for a loop (but was a perfect touch) was that we see Finch and Head in bed together 

making love, again, something that is completely normal and not out of the ordinary, even if it is 

not done the same way as heterosexuals. 

 The films that followed Sunday Bloody Sunday serve as a testament to its effect. Movies 

were now able to contain overtly gay characters and even discuss the subject on screen like never 

before. Did characters still have shame in themselves? Yes, but some did not. Gay cinema was 

still a mixed bag, but it was still better than the way it was pre-Midnight Cowboy. This is why 

John Schlesinger and the two films discussed were turning points, not full-fledged 

transformations. Gay cinema is still not where it should be. The 1980s and 1990s did see a great 

influx in gay material, including the much publicized Making Love in 1982. That film was one of 

the first after Sunday Bloody Sunday to take a positive look at homosexuality and be marketed to 

a general audience. However its lack of success failed to make a giant leap (though it was an 

honorable attempt) for gay cinema (Davies 103). Most of the other films were independent and 

while some received great recognition, the audiences were not large or receptive to a great deal 

of them. AIDS was also a major factor. With the AIDS crisis in the 1980s and 90s came an 

intensity of homophobia due to the disease that carried the stigma of “gay plague” or “gay 

cancer.” Not until Philadelphia in 1993 did gay go mainstream again, but that film dealt more 

with AIDS and actually skirts around homosexuality, never going into great deal of the 

relationship that Tom Hanks and Antonio Banderas have (Philadelphia). The film was no Sunday 

Bloody Sunday. Also, stock characters were still present everywhere, famously so in the 1996 

box-office smash The Birdcage. This film, though fun and energetic, was not a step forward for 

gay cinema because the film played largely off of stereotypes, all because audiences were 



receptive to that (Davies 124). Most recently, the films Brokeback Mountain and Milk broke 

down numerous barriers and did provide a step in the right direction. But the time span between 

Sunday Bloody Sunday and these titles is far too long, making the movies baby steps that are 

inching the gay cinema forward. No more inching! Audiences are still uncomfortable with 

homosexuality on screen and now is the time to act upon the situation. 

 What needs to happen? Filmmakers need to continue the work that John Schlesinger 

started and make films that have gay characters or are about being gay and have it all be 

comfortable; break down the fears of the people. The films should not preach, but should 

embrace homosexuals as normal individuals. Audiences should accept seeing gay stories play out 

on screen in the mainstream like they see heterosexual ones. Milk gave the pitch-perfect message 

of acceptance, which is great and a breath of fresh air for the gay community. Yet, more films 

should be made that are like Sunday, the film that showed the kiss. Gay films should not shy 

away from the kiss, the embrace or the sex because they all aid in honorably and equally 

representing the gay community in both cinema and society. Most importantly is showing the 

relationships gay people have, because accepting that two men or women can be lovers is 

necessary for gay cinema to continue to progress. It must noted though that the plots do not 

always have to be about being gay either. There should be a mainstream gay horror film 

someday--the sky’s the limit! Gay cinema needs to move on from stereotypes and cliches and 

produce films that are meaningful, heartfelt, fun, etc. Doing this will ensure that no matter who 

you are--gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, intersex, pansexual, queer, questioning, straight--all 

people gain the equality they deserve. The fight for rights in the gay community is far from over, 

but John Schlesinger opened the door for gay film, now let’s go through it.
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